
Zero.Refill 
Liquid Soaps, Shampoos, Pet Shampoos and Household Cleaners. 
Made from plant originating oils, essential oils, and minerals, with no 
synthetic chemicals, fragrances, or preservatives. 
No endocrine disruptors, neurotoxins, bio-cycle or aquatic poisons. 

All contained in sustainable, reusable and recyclable packaging.   

Just order online, and refill from the comfort and convenience of home. 

When empty, return the bottle freight free to us for refill, or full store credit.  
Zero.Refill 

“When you make yourself into Zero, your power becomes invincible” 
Mahatma Gandhi 

Zero.Refill 
Kahuku Natural 
www.kahuku.co.nz



Table 1
STAINLESS STEEL GLASS PLASTIC

Infinitely Recyclable & Reusable Infinitely Recyclable/Reusable however 
often downcycled into roading aggregate 
or landfilled due to recycling system 
limitations and contamination

Can only be down cycled approx 7 times 
before can no longer be recycled or used 
and becomes landfill

Energy Intensive to produce Energy Intensive to produce Less energy intensive to produce but 
uses finite petroleum resources

Reasonably light to transport 3x weight of stainless steel to transport Lightest material to transport

An average stainless steel object is composed 
of about 60% recycled material. Approximately 
90% of end-of-life stainless steel is collected 
and recycled into new products

Whilst very recyclable, only 
approximately 25% of glass is actually 
recycled

Approximately 91% of all plastic made, 
has never been recycled. End of life 
ultimately most plastic ends up in landfill 

Non toxic if ends up in landfill. Can always be 
recycled. Won’t end up in tiny pieces inside 
animals

Non toxic if ends up in landfill. Can still 
possibly be recycled. Is very hazardous 
to humans and animals when broken

PET will never decompose. Becomes 
toxic in landfill. Breaks into tiny micro 
plastic which ends up in soil, inside 
animals and sea life

Won’t ever break if dropped during 
transportation

Will break if dropped, and very fragile to 
transport requiring more packaging

Doesn’t break when dropped but may still 
split or lose structural integrity

Kahuku Natural 
refill@kahuku.co.nz 
www.kahuku.co.nz
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Zero.Refill   How it Works 
Step 1:  Go online to www.kahuku.co.nz and order your 
liquid soaps, shampoos and household cleaners.

Your order will be delivered by our sustainable courier 
partners NZ Post in our refillable stainless steel bottles, 
packed in our specially made reusable box.

When your parcel arrives, keep the box and start enjoying 
truly plant based natural soaps and cleaners - experience 
the difference!


Step 2:  When you reach ZERO product, go online again, 
and order your replacements, this time ordering only the 
liquid soap (no bottle) and order a return courier ticket.  
Best part:  You pay ZERO for the return label!

You will receive a pdf of the label to print. Rinse your 
bottles, pack them in the reusable box they arrived in, seal 
it up and put the label on the box. Either take the package 
to your NZ Post shop, give to your rural Postman, or let us 
know and we will arrange a pick up.


Step 3: When we receive the bottles back, we will 
despatch your new order. 

We then clean and sterilise the bottles you returned, and 
refill them ready for the next customer!

A closed loop 100% sustainable option all from the comfort 
of home!

Zero Waste 

Zero.Refill  

Stainless Steel has an infinite 
lifespan once produced. 

A single 1 Litre Stainless Steel 
bottle can replace 1,000 average 

size dispensing bottles. If it has 
then reached end of life it is 
100% recyclable.

    Our Products 
Hand Wash Soap

Body Wash Soap

Shampoo

Dog Shampoo

Dishwash Liquid

Multipurpose Spray Cleaner

Liquid Laundry Soap

Toilet Cleaner

Floor Cleaner

Pre Wash Spray

Fabric Softener

Oven Cleaner

Shower Cleaner
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